QUEEN’S ROYAL COLLEGE

BOOKLIST FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2021/2022
FORMS 4 & 5

ENGLISH A

- English for All – Examination Level by Narinesingh & Seetahal-Maraj – Datazone Ltd.
- New Mastering CSEC English A (Practice Exercises in Multiple Choice and Written Expression with SBA guidelines) by Romeo Guiness – Benco Printing and Publishing Co.

ENGLISH B

- A World of Poetry by Hazel Simmons by Mc Donald et al. – Heinemann
- Animal Farm by George Orwell - Heinemann/Longman/Penguin - (From Form 3)
- Carlong English B Paper 1 for CSEC by Keith Noel, Sheilah Garcia-Bisnott & Carol Hunter-Clarke.

ADDITIONAL MATHEMATICS


MATHEMATICS

- Volume Two - Mathematics A Complete Course by Raymond Toolsie – Caribbean Educational Publishers. (To be provided by the school).
- Geometry Set, Graph book, 30 cm ruler & Scientific Calculator.

FRENCH

- Collins French Dictionary & Grammar.

SPANISH

- ¿Qué hay? Para CSEC Workbook.
- Collins Spanish Dictionary.

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTS

**PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS**

- 1 Note Book.

**ECONOMICS**

- Economics for CSEC Examinations by Patricia Gopie – Macmillan.
- Note book, Graph Book & Calculator.

**BIOLOGY**

- 0.5 HB Mechanical pencil.
- Clean white eraser.
- Lab Book – **Must be purchased from Science Dept. at school.**

**CHEMISTRY**

- Lab Book – **Must be purchased from Science Dept. at school.**

**PHYSICS**

- Physics for CXC by Lewis-Dos Santos, Lambert & Samuel – Heinemann.
- Lab Book – **Must be purchased from the Science Dept. at school.**

**SOCIAL STUDIES**


**CARIBBEAN HISTORY**


**GEOGRAPHY**

- Geography for CSEC – A CXC Study Guide.
- Geography Skills for Secondary Schools 2014 edition by M C Clarke & NES Lee with Sheldon Bleasdell (From Form Three).
**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY**

- Information Technology for CSEC Examinations 3rd Edition by Howard Campbell & Alan Wood – Macmillan Education.

**VISUAL ARTS**

The Art teacher will provide the list of materials at the beginning of the term.

**TECHNICAL DRAWING**

**Engineering and Building Students**

- Personal Computer (Check specifications for AutoCAD, 2016, 2017 or 2018 version).
- External Computer Mouse.
- Memory stick minimum 8GB.
- 2 Plastic Folders (Letter size).
- 1 (2) Subject notebook.
- 1 Ream of White Copy Paper 11” ×17” for printing of assignments.

**Building Students ONLY:**

- Drafting Principles and Practices by Michael L. Duncan.

**Engineering Students ONLY:**

- Second Steps for Technical Drawing for Secondary School - M.L. Duncan (To be provided by school)

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION**

- Physical Education and Sports by Kenny Kitsingh – Caribbean Educational Publishers.

**MUSIC**

- Manuscript Paper or Laptop with music score notation software.
- Master Theory Workbook Grades 4 and 5 by Charles Peters & Paul Yoder.
- An instrument of choice and accompanying book.

**GENERAL**

- QRC-branded Face Masks - Available at the College - Solid blue $25.00 & Two-toned $30.00
- QRC Notepads (For submission of assignments and exams) – On sale at the College.
- 1 Ream of White Copy Paper 8½”x11½” or $35.00 - Must be handed in to Form Teacher on the first day of school
- General stationery: pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, etc.
- One notebook is required for each subject area
- One 8.5 x 14 Note book for English S.B.A Record Keeping
- 4 Long Manila Folders
- 2 Red Legal-size folders